
 

SPANSION AND CHIPMOS ENTER TWO-YEAR SERVICE AGREEMENT 

Hsinchu, Taiwan, April 22, 2010 – ChipMOS TECHNOLOGIES (Bermuda) LTD. (NASDAQ: IMOS) today announced that leading 
flash memory provider Spansion LLC and ChipMOS TECHNOLOGIES INC., a wholly owned subsidiary of ChipMOS, have 
entered into a two-year wafer sort services agreement, utilizing the V5400 test platform, making ChipMOS Taiwan the exclusive 
wafer sort subcontractor of Spansion, except for any sort equipment operated by Spansion LLC or currently located at 
Spansion Japan Limited.

S.J. Cheng, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of ChipMOS indicated, "ChipMOS and Spansion have continued to work 
together in what has been the worst global economic downturn in memory. We believe the existing capacity in ChipMOS can 
fully support Spansion for the company's long-term success. We look forward to continuing to provide the high-quality 
semiconductor testing services for Spansion that our customers rely on us for."

"ChipMOS has been a tremendous long-term ally and strategic wafer sort service provider to Spansion," said John Kispert, 
Spansion president and CEO. "We are pleased with this new long-term agreement and look forward to succeeding together." 

The wafer sort services agreement will become effective upon the earlier of (i) the date the U.S. Bankruptcy Court enters an 
order approving the agreement, and such order is not stayed pending appeal, or (ii) the date a plan of reorganization for 
Spansion is confirmed by the U.S. Bankruptcy Court and becomes effective.

About ChipMOS TECHNOLOGIES (Bermuda) LTD.: 

ChipMOS (http://www.chipmos.com) is a leading independent provider of semiconductor testing and assembly services to 
customers in Taiwan, Japan, and the U.S. With advanced facilities in Hsinchu and Southern Taiwan Science Parks in Taiwan 
and Shanghai, ChipMOS and its subsidiaries provide testing and assembly services to a broad range of customers, including 
leading fabless semiconductor companies, integrated device manufacturers and independent semiconductor foundries.

Forward-Looking Statements  

Certain statements contained in this announcement may be viewed as "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of 
Section 27A of the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as 
amended. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may 
cause the actual performance, financial condition or results of operations of the Company to be materially different from any 
future performance, financial condition or results of operations implied by such forward-looking statements. Further information 
regarding these risks, uncertainties and other factors is included in the Company's most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F 
filed with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the "SEC") and in the Company's other filings with the SEC.


